
Just strange ads
Something weird is going on with the ads I see on many sites.
I’ve been getting bombarded with ads for ‘bidets’. Now I would
understand  this  if  I  had  been  making  comments  about
toiletpaper, toilet humor, bathrooms, plungers or the like. Or
even if I was doing a search to replace various plumbing
fixtures. The only site I know of that had something to do
with bathrooms, was the repair blog over at taylhis’s site.

Seeing the things I’m interested in, or places I frequent, I
would expect ads about widows/widowers, maybe dating, single
parents, college information, comic books, geek stuff, movies,
books and a few other things. Bidets were at the bottom of my
list of things I thought I would be interested in.

The other strange ad I’ve seen is for Ugg boots. While a
fascinating site and the boots are quite comfortable (I had a
pair of Ugg slippers once), I’m not currently in the market.
But then again, I did write about finding boots for my college
daughter.

Hmm, does Vet Tech talk suddenly bring up ads for Bidets and
Ugg boots? I wonder. For now, I guess I will just be followed
by these strange ads. (Check the tags, I’m in for it now)

Could you send in a plumber?
They are having more toilet problems on the International
Space Station. Seems that the Russian made space toilet is not
working. I realize that the water hunger, gravity fed toilets
that work on earth would not work very well on the Space
Station, but to break down twice in a short period of time is
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not good at all. I would really reconsider working on the
space station if the main toilet is going to break every 4 to
6  months.  Seems  like  that  would  be  a  vital  function.
Especially when some of the water used on the Space Station
comes from recycling the waste collected in those high-tech
privies.

Oh well, that massive water recycling program in use on the
space station would also give me pause to send in my resume
for Space Station Tech.

Where are the days when the astronauts would just play with
their food in the micro-gravity situations. I miss the Jello
floating in the air.


